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Where we left offWhere we left off



Chrysalis: our visionChrysalis: our vision

•• Wavelet denoising of grayscale imagesWavelet denoising of grayscale images
•• Compact, portable hardware Compact, portable hardware 

implementationimplementation
•• Fast enough to be practical Fast enough to be practical 
•• Versatility in image sizes and choice of Versatility in image sizes and choice of 

thresholdsthresholds
•• Interface with external RAMInterface with external RAM



Review of algorithmReview of algorithm

•• Multilevel wavelet transformMultilevel wavelet transform
•• Threshold small coefficientsThreshold small coefficients
•• Inverse multilevel wavelet transformInverse multilevel wavelet transform
•• ClippingClipping



Final logic diagramFinal logic diagram



Final floorplanFinal floorplan



Testing setupTesting setup

•• OmnilabOmnilab
–– Use our test images from last semesterUse our test images from last semester
–– 6 4x4 image tests and 1 2x2 image test6 4x4 image tests and 1 2x2 image test
–– This part done with just the chip (no RAM)This part done with just the chip (no RAM)

•• TektronixTektronix
–– Interfacing with the RAM Interfacing with the RAM 
–– Test a 2x2 image to warm up and then go for  Test a 2x2 image to warm up and then go for  

256x256 cameraman image256x256 cameraman image
–– Speed testingSpeed testing



Design errors foundDesign errors found
•• Floating OEN for Inc2 and Thresh2 pinsFloating OEN for Inc2 and Thresh2 pins

OEN connection Data connection Error: no OEN connection



Design error detailsDesign error details

–– Consequence: Inc2 is grounded and Thresh2 Consequence: Inc2 is grounded and Thresh2 
is held highis held high

–– Cause: Wiring error Cause: Wiring error 
•• IRSIM simulation results didn’t reflect errorsIRSIM simulation results didn’t reflect errors

–– Implications:Implications:
•• Reduction of image size possibilities to 2x2, 64x64, Reduction of image size possibilities to 2x2, 64x64, 

128x128 and 256x256128x128 and 256x256
•• Minimum threshold of 4 for image denoisingMinimum threshold of 4 for image denoising



OmnilabOmnilab testing resultstesting results

•• Despite design errors, we verified our ability to:Despite design errors, we verified our ability to:
–– Initialize values for inc and threshInitialize values for inc and thresh
–– Calculate correct RAM addresses for dataCalculate correct RAM addresses for data
–– Assert RAM write and read enables when appropriateAssert RAM write and read enables when appropriate
–– Calculate wavelet transform coefficients including Calculate wavelet transform coefficients including 

negative coefficientsnegative coefficients
–– Threshold when appropriate Threshold when appropriate 
–– Threshold ONLY when appropriateThreshold ONLY when appropriate
–– Switch from deconstruction to reconstruction modeSwitch from deconstruction to reconstruction mode
–– Reconstruct pixel values from wavelet coefficientsReconstruct pixel values from wavelet coefficients
–– Determine that we are done processing and stopDetermine that we are done processing and stop



RAM challengesRAM challenges

•• Hard to load an image into RAMHard to load an image into RAM
–– 256x256 image requires a command file 195,000 256x256 image requires a command file 195,000 

cycles long!cycles long!
•• Complicated wiring to interface between chip Complicated wiring to interface between chip 

and RAMand RAM
•• Running the chip on RAM requires a large Running the chip on RAM requires a large 

command filecommand file
–– For a 256x256 image, this file must be 481,000 cycles For a 256x256 image, this file must be 481,000 cycles 

long!long!
•• Hard to get final data out of RAM for analysisHard to get final data out of RAM for analysis

–– For 256x256 image, need to read out 65KB of data!For 256x256 image, need to read out 65KB of data!



RAM InterfaceRAM Interface



RAM solutionsRAM solutions

•• Wrote Java program to convert data from Wrote Java program to convert data from 
MatlabMatlab into command file format for usinto command file format for us

•• Wrote additional Java program to generate Wrote additional Java program to generate 
command file for supplying inputs for chip with command file for supplying inputs for chip with 
RAM testingRAM testing

•• Saved data out of Tektronix into fileSaved data out of Tektronix into file
•• Wrote yet another Wrote yet another JavaavaJavaava program to parse program to parse 

this file into a this file into a MatlabMatlab--readable formatreadable format



Another errorAnother error

•• While coefficients and addresses are both While coefficients and addresses are both 
correct, they are not matching up.correct, they are not matching up.

•• Reconstructed pixels get put back in the Reconstructed pixels get put back in the 
wrong order.wrong order.

•• Design error that is difficult to detect in Design error that is difficult to detect in 
cyclecycle--byby--cycle testingcycle testing

•• Probably fixable using external logicProbably fixable using external logic



PerformancePerformance

•• Mostly correct functionality for image Mostly correct functionality for image 
denoisingdenoising
–– Coefficients calculated correctly but stored in Coefficients calculated correctly but stored in 

incorrect locationsincorrect locations
–– Limited versatility in sizes and thresholds due Limited versatility in sizes and thresholds due 

to design errorsto design errors

•• Yield: 4 devices that work according to Yield: 4 devices that work according to 
designdesign



Speed testing resultsSpeed testing results

•• Maximum speed: 10 MHz Maximum speed: 10 MHz 
•• Time for 256x256 image calculation:Time for 256x256 image calculation:
0.10 seconds0.10 seconds



ConclusionsConclusions

•• Still to doStill to do
–– Fix RAM interfaceFix RAM interface
–– Full testing with RAM imageFull testing with RAM image

•• Massively difficult projectMassively difficult project
•• Testing results not perfect, but show Testing results not perfect, but show 

promisepromise



Any questions?Any questions?


